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Abstract

We design a Kernelized Few-shot Object Detector by
leveraging kernelized matrices computed over multiple pro-
posal regions, which yield expressive non-linear represen-
tations whose model complexity is learned on the fly. Our
pipeline contains several modules. An Encoding Network
encodes support and query images. Our Kernelized Auto-
correlation unit forms the linear, polynomial and RBF ker-
nelized representations from features extracted within sup-
port regions of support images. These features are then
cross-correlated against features of a query image to obtain
attention weights, and generate query proposal regions via
an Attention Region Proposal Net. As the query proposal
regions are many, each described by the linear, polyno-
mial and RBF kernelized matrices, their formation is costly
but that cost is reduced by our proposed Integral Region-
of-Interest Aggregation unit. Finally, the Multi-head Rela-
tion Net combines all kernelized (second-order) represen-
tations with the first-order feature maps to learn support-
query class relations and locations. We outperform the state
of the art on novel classes by 3.8%, 5.4% and 5.7% mAP on
PASCAL VOC 2007, FSOD, and COCO.

1. Introduction
CNN object detectors [8, 29–31] require thousands of

manually annotated images for training. Their performance
drops during adaptation to novel classes if samples are few.

In contrast, Few-shot Learning (FSL) methods rapidly
adapt to new visual concepts [39, 41, 43] but off-the-shelf
FSL methods perform classification rather than Few-shot
Object Detection (FSOD). As queries in FSOD contain mul-
tiple objects of various categories and FSOD detectors have
to predict class labels and locations of objects in a query im-
age, effective techniques capturing query-support similari-
ties across multiple Regions-of-Interest (RoI) are required.

FSOD models [2, 6, 11, 12, 52, 58] are trained with so-
called training episodes containing samples of common ob-

*Equal contribution. PK is the corresponding author.
Code: https://github.com/ZS123-lang/KFSOD.

jects (i.e. base classes). Testing episodes contain support
images of rare objects (i.e. novel classes) and query im-
ages in which these rare objects must be recognized/local-
ized. Fan et al. [6] introduced into FSOD a Region Proposal
Network (RPN), termed Attention RPN (ARPN)1. ARPN
cross-correlates average-pooled features from support re-
gions with features of the query image, which produces an
attention map over the feature tensor of query image. How-
ever, average pooling (a first-order statistic) retains less in-
formation compared to higher-order statistics. PNSD [58]
improves [6] by second-order pooling but is limited to so-
called linear correlations (autocorrelation matrix). To ad-
dress this limitation, we use kernelized covariance matri-
ces [57] and Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS)
kernels [38] which capture non-linear patterns. Kernels in-
duce regularization e.g., an RBF kernel with a small (resp.
large) radius captures a complex (resp. simple) decision
boundary. However, as generating kernel matrices is com-
putationally expensive, they are rarely used in detection.

We propose a novel feature representation which lever-
ages the expressiveness and regularization capabilities of
kernels, while enjoying an efficient implementation. The
key to this efficiency is a novel Integral Region-of-Interest
Aggregation (IRA) scheme for fast kernelization. We fur-
ther accelerate IRA by count sketching [47], an unsuper-
vised dimensionality reduction technique with a favourable
property of implicitly performing feature augmentations.
As the variance introduced by sketching is inversely-
proportional to its size, it boosts the accuracy and compu-
tational speed, as described in Section 4. Our pipeline is
shown in Figure 1. Our contributions are listed below:

i. We propose two types of kernelized representations
used conjointly for FSOD that capture non-linear cor-
relation patterns, obtained from candidate regions by
computationally efficient Integral Region-of-Interest
Aggregation (IRA). The performance and speed of IRA
are boosted with count sketching and its inverse to fa-
cilitate the practical use of kernelization in FSOD (gen-
erating hundreds of kernels per image).

1PSND [58] calls this module Hyper Attention RPN (HARPN) but
FSOD-ARPN [6] calls it ARPN. We adopt the ARPN name for brevity.
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ii. We equip our network with MLP units which learn the
kernel hyper-parameters on the fly to adjust the learning
complexity of kernelized representations to the data.
We partially whiten matrices using Spectral Power Nor-
malization [16] whose hyper-parameters are learnt via
another MLP to extract the most informative features
that concentrate along diagonals of kernel matrices.

iii. We redesign a Multi-head Relation Network to com-
bine the first-order spatially-ordered features of support
and query regions with the spatially orderless kernel-
ized representations that contain higher-order statistics.

Advantages of RKHS kernelization in FSOD. We note
that (i) kernels are very good at capturing non-linear re-
lationships between feature channels of each candidate
bounding box, (ii) kernels factor out spatial order while
keeping rich statistics about each region, thus matching sim-
ilar objects that vary in physical location, orientation, view-
point is easy due to the shift-invariance, (iii) kernels let con-
trol the model complexity w.r.t. the region size and visual
complexity, (iv) typical FSOD head uses either shift-variant
or average pooled representations (we combine both).

2. Related Works
Below, we describe popular object detection and FSL al-

gorithms and prerequisites such as second-order pooling.
Object Detection. One-stage detectors perform a regres-
sion to bounding box annotations [25, 29, 30]. Two-stage
detectors, e.g., by R-CNN [31], generate class-agnostic re-
gion proposals which are then classified by a classification
head [8,31]. SNIPER [37] uses multi-scale training. DETR
[1] and its variants [3,59,61] are anchor-free pipelines. Ob-
ject detectors use large-scale datasets and fixed classes.
Few-shot Learning. Metric-learning FSL [13,13,27,33,34,
41] learns image-to-image similarity to generalize to novel
classes. Prototypical Networks [39] compute distances be-
tween a datapoint and prototypes of each class. MAML [7]
performs meta-learning. Others use subspaces [35,60], gra-
dient modulation [36] and self-supervision [55, 56].
Few-shot Object Detection. In [11], a single-stage FSOD
detector reweights base model features to adapt to new
classes. Meta R-CNN [52], a two-stage detector, reweights
RoI features in the detection head. Based on a balanced
dataset, TFA [45] fine-tunes a two-stage model. MPSR [49]
improves TFA by training over multiple scales of posi-
tive samples. NP-RepMet [53] uses negative- and positive-
representative learning via triplet losses that bootstrap the
classifier. FSOD-ARPN [6] proposed a FSOD network with
attention and a multi-relation head to score pairwise object
similarity. PNSD [58], inspired by FSOD-ARPN [6], uses
second-order representations to describe proposal regions.
Multi-path and Feature Groups. ResNeXt [50] adopts
a group convolution [20] in the ResNet bottleneck block.

Figure 1. Kernelized Few-Shot Object Detector (KFSOD): We
pass ground truth support bounding boxes X and query image X∗

to Encoding Network (Fig. 2a). Feature Maps (Φ↓ and Φ are
of low and high resolution) are passed to the Kernelization Block
(Fig. 3a), with the Attention Region Proposal Network (ARPN) to
produce query region proposals, the Kernelized Autocorrelation
(KA) and the Integral RoI Aggregation (IRA) units which accel-
erate kernelization. First-order and kernelized representations Ψ
and Ψ′ are fed to Multi-head Relation Network (MRN) in Fig. 2b.

SK-Net [22], based on SE-Net [9], uses the feature-map at-
tention across two network branches. Bilinear pooling [32]
correlates features extracted from two regions, whereas Re-
DRO [28] samples groups of features (akin to dropout) to
apply the matrix square root over resulting submatrices.
Second-order Pooling (SOP). Texture recognition [51],
Region Covariance Descriptors [42], and object classifica-
tion [16] employ SOP. Fine-grained classification [19] and
SoSN FSL [54] use SOP with Power Normalization [16].
Power Normalization (PN). Burstiness, “the property that
a given visual element appears more times in an image
than a statistically independent model would predict” [10].
Burstiness can be limited by PN [17] a feature detector us-
ing the cumulative distribution function of a binomial dis-
tribution to factor out feature counts [16, 17, 19]. The Fast
Spectral MaxExp operator, MaxExp(F) [18], and Tensor
Power-Euclidean (TPE) metric [15] reverse the heat diffu-
sion of the implicit loopy graph of the second-order matrix
to a desired past state [38]. In this work we decorrelate ker-
nelized matrices to a desired level using MaxExp(F)2, and
extract the diagonals of matrices to use as representations.

3. Prerequisites

Notations. Let x ∈ Rd be a d-dimensional feature vec-
tor. IN stands for the index set {1, 2, · · · , N}. We de-
fine 1 = [1, ..., 1]

T (i.e. the ‘all ones’ vector). Capitalised
bold symbols such as Φ denote matrices, lowercase bold
symbols such as φ denote vectors, and regular fonts denote
scalars e.g., Φi,j , φi, n or Z. Φi,j is the (i, j)-th entry of
Φ. Diag(·) puts the matrix diagonal into a vector, Diag†(·)
embeds a vector to form a diagonal matrix, [xι]ι∈IN stacks
x1, · · · , xN into a vector, δ(x) = 1 if x = 0, δ(x) = 0 if
x 6=0, and I is the identity matrix.
(Eigenvalue) Power Normalization ((E)PN). MaxExp(F),
a state-of-the-art EPN [18], is defined as

g(λ; η)=1− (1− λ)η (1)

2Please note this is a prerequisite tool we use, not a contribution per se.
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on the `1-norm normalized spectrum from SVD (λi :=
λi/(

∑
i′ λi′+ε)), and on symmetric positive semi-definite

matrices (PSD) as
ĜMaxExp(K; η)=I−(I−K)

η
. (2)

Here, K is a trace-normalized SPD matrix, ε≥0 is a small
constant, and η≥1 is used to adjust the degree to which fea-
tures are decorrelated. Larger values of η result in greater
decorrelation. As a result, rarer and more unique visual
features are less overshadowed by large areas of visually-
repetitive stimuli. ĜMaxExp is followed by the element-wise
PN, called SigmE [18]:

GSigmE(p; η′) =2/(1 + e−η
′p)− 1, (3)

where p takes each output entry of Eq. (2), η′≥ 1 controls
detecting feature occurrence vs. feature counting trade-off.
Count Sketches. Count sketching [47] is an unsupervised
dimensionality reduction technique which comes handy in
reducing the size of our kernelized representations, de-
scribed in Section 4. Let K and K ′ be the sizes of the input
and sketched output. Let vector h ∈ IdK′ contain K uni-
formly drawn integer numbers from {1, · · · ,K ′} and vec-
tor s ∈ {−1, 1}K contain K uniformly drawn values from
{−1, 1}. The sketch projection matrix P∈{−1, 0, 1}K′×K
is given as Pij(h, s) = sj ·δ(hj−i) and the sketch projec-
tion Proj : RK → RK′ is a linear operation Projh,s(φ) =
P(h, s)φ (or Proj(φ) = Pφ). Weinberger et al. [47]
showed that count sketches are unbiased estimators of the
inner product Eh,s(

〈
Projh,s(φ),Projh,s(φ′)

〉
−
〈
φ,φ′

〉
) =

0 with the variance bounded by 1
K′ (
〈
φ,φ′

〉2
+‖φ‖22‖φ

′‖22).

4. Proposed Approach

Overview. Kernelized Few-shot Object Detector (KFSOD)
is trained with a set of L-way Z-shot episodes. Each
episode contains a query image with objects, and Z sup-
port regions (object crops) for each of L sampled classes.
The training protocol ensures that query objects match some
support objects by label. During testing, KFSOD localizes
and classifies objects in the query image given annotated
support crops of novel classes. KFSOD in Fig. 1 contains3:

1. Fig. 2a: Encoding Network (EN) yields conv. feature
maps (stride along the channel mode is a feature vector).

2. Fig 3a &4: Kernelized Autocorrelation (KA) unit forms
two types of kernelized representations: (i) RKHS ker-
nels and (ii) so-called kernelized autocorrelation matri-
ces called k-autocorrelations. In practice, KA computes
both types of kernelization for the linear, polynomial
and RBF kernelized non-linearities from support crops
and query RoIs. As there are only a few support regions
per episode, we crop support regions and directly ker-
nelize them. We use a different approach (point 4) for
query images which have many more RoIs.

3Detailed KFSOD pipeline (all modules) is in §B of Suppl. Material.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Our Encoding Network (EN) in Fig. 2a uses layers L1-4
of ResNet-50. Block (Up 2x) performs upsampling,⊕ is addition.
For simplicity, Z-shot samples are averaged per class by block (Z-
avg). Φ↓ and Φ are low and high-resolution feature maps. Multi-
head Relation Net in Fig. 2b receives first-order representations
(Ψ for support, Ψ∗ for the query) and kernelized representations
(Ψ′ for support, Ψ′∗ for the query) from the Kernelization Block.
From first-order maps, layer L5 of ResNet-50 generates feature
maps with 2048 channels. An FC layer maps representations of
1024 to 2048 dimensional space. Such feature maps are fed into
the global, local and patch heads. (See §D in Suppl. Material.)

3. Fig. 3a: Attention Region Proposal Network (ARPN)
takes kernelized feature vectors per support region to
cross-correlate them against the image-wise query con-
volutional feature map to produce a query attention
map. Region Proposal Network outputs query RoIs.

4. Fig. 3a, 3b &4: Integral RoI Aggregation (IRA) rapidly
forms inner-product matrices required to obtain RKHS
kernels and k-autocorrelations for each query RoI.

5. Fig 2b: Multi-head Relation Network (MRN) com-
bines first-order representations (spatial-wise cues)
with spatially-invariant kernelized representations to
learn relations between support-query region pairs, and
predict classes and locations of objects in query images.

We now describe these components in detail.
Encoding Network (Fig. 2a). The support crop and the
query image are denoted as X∈RW×H and X∗∈RW∗×H∗.
Let Φ↓ ∈ RK×N and Φ↓∗∈ RK×N∗be support and query
maps from layer 4. Feature map Φ↓∗∈RK×N∗ is used by
ARPN. Let Φ∈RK×4N and Φ∗∈RK×4N∗ be feature maps
with twice the resolution of Φ↓ and Φ↓∗. They are used for
forming RKHS kernels and k-autocorrelations. (See §A of
Suppl. Material for details about EN.)
RKHS Kernels and K-autocorrelations. Before we gen-
erate our representations, we perform the `2-norm normal-
ization on feature vectors Φ∈RK×4N . An autocorrelation
matrix on Φ could be then computed as K(lin) = 1

4NΦΦT .
Let Φ̄ = ΦT ≡

[
φ̄1, · · · , φ̄K

]
, then one could also write

K(lin) as an inner-product kernel k(lin)
ij = 〈φ̄i, φ̄j〉. In prac-

tice, we firstly obtain RKHS kernels listed in Table 1, e.g.,
k(poly)
ij and k(rbf)

ij , by substituting the inner product 〈φ̄i, φ̄j〉
into a non-linearity ρ : R→R in Table 2. In addition, for
the RBF kernel, one should decompose the Euclidean dis-
tance ‖φ̄i − φ̄j‖22 = ‖φ̄i‖22 + ‖φ̄j‖22 − 2〈φ̄i, φ̄j〉, which
becomes handy during IRA-based computations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Kernelized Block (Fig. 3a). Feature Maps (Φ↓ and Φ
are of low and high resolution) enter the block. As support bound-
ing boxes are few, RKHS kernels and k-autocorrelations are com-
puted by the Kernelized Autocorrelation (KA) unit, and passed
to the Second-order Spectral Diagonal Correlation (SOSD) unit
with Power Normalization (PN). Attention Region Proposal Net-
work (ARPN) matches support representations against the query
feature map to obtain the query attention map and generate B
query region proposals. The Integral RoI Aggregation (IRA) unit
produces the so-called integral tensors for RKHS kernels and k-
autocorrelations. ARPN passes region candidates to IRA, where
RKHS kernels and k-autocorrelations are extracted for each can-
didate region at a low cost, and passed via the SOSD with PN.
First-order and kernelized representations Ψ and Ψ′ are passed to
the Multi-head Relation Network (MRN). Fig. 3b: computation of
the integral tensor in Eq. (5). Fibers (purple arrows) are multiplied
with each other by the inner product. By analogy, blue fibers are
multiplied with each other. Ignore count sketching matrix P for
generic IRA. In fact, tensorMI can be obtained efficiently with
two CUDA BLAS broadcast-style matrix-matrix multiplications.

Secondly, we define and compute a family of k-
autocorrelation matrices. Let Φ ≡ [φ1, · · · ,φ4N ], then
we can define a family of kernelized autocorrelations k′ij =
1

4N

∑
n∈I4N

ρ
(
φinφ

T
jn

)
with the equivalent matrix form K′ =

1
4N

∑
n∈I4N

ρ
(
φnφ

T
n

)
. By substituting ρ according to Table 2,

we obtain k′ (poly)
ij and k′ (rbf)

ij . Note that k′ (lin)
ij =k(lin)

ij .

linear polynomial RBF

kij 〈φ̄i, φ̄j〉
(
〈φ̄i, φ̄j〉+λ

)r
exp

(
−
∥∥φ̄i − φ̄j∥∥22 /2σ2

)
Table 1. Kernels on vectors φ̄. We learn hyper-parameters λ≥ 0
and σ≥0, whereas r∈I3 is the order of polynomial kernel. Note
exp

(
−
∥∥φ̄i − φ̄j

∥∥2

2
/2σ2

)
∝exp

(
〈φ̄i, φ̄j〉/σ2

)
if ∀i,

∥∥φ̄i

∥∥
2

=1.

linear polynomial RBF

ρ(z) z (z + λ)
r

exp
(
z/σ2

)
ω(x) x [

(
r
ι

) 1
2λ

ι
2x

r−ι
2 ]ι=0,··· ,r

[√
c exp

( 2(x−qι)
σ2

)]
ι∈Ir′

Table 2. Non-linearity ρ(z) can form RKHS kernels (substitute
the inner product for z) and/or kernelized autocorrelation matri-
ces. For approximations, we use feature maps e.g., if z=xy then
ρ(z)'〈ω(x),ω(y)〉, where r is the polynomial order, r′≈ 3 de-
termines the quality of RBF approximation, c>0 is a scaling con-
stant and q1, · · · , qr′ are equally spaced to cover interval 〈−1, 1〉.

RKHS kernels vs. k-autocorrelations. For kernels,
the inner product precedes the non-linearity ρ: kij =
ρ(
∑
l φ̄liφ̄lj). The non-linearity acts on a sum-trend

of element-wise correlations. In contrast, for k-
autocorrelations, ρ, applied to individual coefficients,
precedes the inner product: k′ij =

∑
l ρ(φ̄liφ̄lj). It acts

as a soft-maximum selector over individual element-
wise correlation pairs.

Integral RoI Aggregation4 (IRA). For query proposal re-
gions, we have access to a feature map Φ∗ representing an
entire query image. Instead of extracting RoIs (proposed by
RPN) from Φ∗ and then forming hundreds of kernel ma-
trices individually (e.g. 256 RoIs×5 kernelized representa-
tions), we propose an efficient IRA (Fig. 4: blue block). We
form a correlation feature map by the Kronecker product
along the first mode of Φ∗, extracting the upper triangular5,
and reshaping the matrix into a three-mode feature map:

M=Reshape
(

Upper(Φ∗⊗Φ∗)∈R 1
2K(K+1)×4N∗

)
, (4)

where M ∈ R 1
2K(K+1)×2N∗W×2N

∗
H due to Reshape(·) re-

shaping mode 2 (size 4N∗) into modes 2 and 3 (sizes 2N∗W
and 2N∗H ). Then the so-called integral tensor is formed.

Integral tensor is obtained by multiplying M along
modes 2 and 3 by the lower and upper triangular ma-
trices,R4, ij = 1 if i ≥ j (0 otherwise) andR4ij = 1 if
i≤j (0 otherwise), in order to obtain the integral tensor

MI =M×2R4×3R4, (5)

where symbols ×2 and ×3 are tensor-tensor multiplica-
tions along modes 2 and 3 [14].

Figure 3b illustrates the formation of integral tensor by
considering each channel of M separately. Let M ≡
[M l]l∈IK(K+1)/2

and MI ≡
[
M

I
l

]
l∈IK(K+1)/2

. Then

∀l,M I
l =R4M lR

4, or simply, Mlij=
∑

i′≤i,j′≤j
Mli′j′ .

Kernelized region representation with top-left (x, y)
and bottom-right (x′, y′) locations, x ≤ x′, y ≤ y′, is
extracted with a negligible cost (one addition/two sub-
tractions) by:

K(ρ)((x, y), (x′, y′))=ζρ(K̂) where (6)

K̂=Deploy(MI
:,x′,y′−M

I
:,x′,y−1−M

I
:,x−1,y′+MI

:,x−1,y−1).

Deploy(·) in Eq. (6) deploys the vector containing the up-
per triangular (plus diagonal) back into the corresponding

4Viola and Jones [44] explain basics of integral images.
5Note that φ⊗φ=Vec(φφT )∈ RK2

where Vec(·) vectorizes the ma-
trix. We apply⊗ to feature vectors φ of Φ∗ in Eq. (4). We discard redun-
dant lower triangular by Upper(φ ⊗ φ)≡Upper(φφT ) ∈ RK(K+1)/2

that extracts the upper triangular+diagonal from the matrix & vectorizes it.
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Figure 4. The KA unit takes the support and query feature maps
Φ and Φ∗ as input. Operator } splits Φ and Φ∗ into 5 groups
along the channel mode (1×256 and 4×192 groups on which 5
kernelizations are computed). For support, KA computes 3 RKHS
linear kernels K(lin), two of which are used to form K(poly) and
K(rbf) by applying relevant non-linearities. KA also computes k-
autocorrelations K′(poly) and K′(rbf). For the query feature map
Φ∗, IRA computes integral tensors MI and M′I from which
B × 3 RKHS linear kernels, B× polynomial and B× RBF k-
autocorrelation matrices are cheaply extracted for B query pro-
posal regions. B× RKHS polynomial and B× RBF kernels are
computed from B× RKHS linear kernels. We obtain (B+1)×5
matrices that are kernel-pooled by SOSD (Table 3) to form signa-
tures (1×256 and 4×192) that are concatenated by � and passed
via PN. The output of KA is Ψ′ (one vector) and Ψ′∗ (B vectors).

square matrix, ζ = 1
(x′−x+1)(y′−y+1) is a normalization,

whereas ‘:’ simply extracts the entire fiber (vector) along
the first mode of tensor. For the RBF kernels, we normalize
K̂ by `2 norms of φ̄i:

K̂ := Diag†(Diag(K̂0.5))K̂Diag†(Diag(K̂0.5)). (7)

For k-autocorrelation matrices, we have:

M′=Reshape(Upper(ρ(Φ∗)⊗ ρ(Φ∗))), (8)

with the integral tensor M′I =M′×2R4×3R4, so

K′(ρ)((x, y), (x′, y′))=ζK̂
′

where (9)

K̂
′
=Deploy

(
M′I

:,x′,y′−M′I
:,x′,y−1−M′I

:,x−1,y′+M′I
:,x−1,y−1

)
.

In experiments, we use (i) RKHS-based linear, polyno-
mial and RBF kernels, and (ii) k-autocorrelations with poly-
nomial and RBF non-linearities. We split K support fea-
ture maps Φ and query6 feature maps Φ∗ along the channel
mode into 5 equally sized groups (details provided later).
Such a setting limits computational cost and lets each ker-
nel specialize.

6Due to the low number of support regions, their kernelized represen-
tations are computed by the basic formula. For query proposal regions, we
use IRA-based computations due to the large number of proposals ≥256.

Integral RoI Aggregation with Count Sketching. Eq. (4)
and (8) apply the costly Kronecker product on K dimen-
sional feature vectors. To reduce its O(K2) complexity to
O(K ′2), K ′� K, we apply count sketching [47] via the
unitary projection matrix P∈{−1, 0, 1}K′×Kwhich enjoys
a simple pseudoinverse P†= K′

K PT. Eq. (4) and (8) become

M=Reshape
(

Upper
(

(PΦ∗)⊗ (PΦ∗)
))

and (10)

M′=Reshape
(

Upper
( ∑
ι∈Ir′

(
Pωι(Φ

∗)
)
⊗
(
Pωι(Φ

∗)
)))

,

with the kernelized region representations recovered by

K(ρ)((x, y), (x′, y′))≈ ζρ
(
P†K̂P†T

)
, (11)

K′(ρ)((x, y), (x′, y′))≈ ζP†K̂′P†T . (12)

The above is true as ΦΦT≈PΦΦTPT so inverting sketch-
ing yields P†PΦΦT (P†P)T ≈ΦΦT .

Count sketching implicitly performs a feature-level
augmentation akin to injecting the Gaussian noise into
features [46]. (Proof is in §C of Suppl. Material.)

•Notice
〈
Pφ,Pφ′

〉
=
〈
PTPφ,φ′

〉
=
〈
K
K′P

†Pφ,φ′
〉
.

If ‖φ‖2 = ‖φ′‖2 = 1 then based on properties of count
sketches in §3, we have〈
K
K′P

†Pφ,φ′
〉

=
〈
Pφ,Pφ′

〉
∼ N

(〈
φ,φ′

〉
, σ†2

)
, (13)

where
〈
φ,φ′

〉
is a point-wise convolution of feature

vector φ with convolutional filter φ′. It follows that〈
K
K′P

†Pφ,φ′
〉

realizes a point-wise noisy convolution
whose variance σ†2 = 1

K′ (
〈
φ,φ′

〉
+1)≤ 2

K′ .

•Injecting the Gaussian noise [46] can be characterized
as
〈
φ+∆φ,φ′

〉
where ∆φ∼N (0, σ‡2) which leads to〈

φ+∆φ,φ′
〉
∼N

(〈
φ,φ′

〉
, σ‡2

)
.

Computational Complexity of IRA. Computing dot-
product based kernels naively (from Φ∗) has the complex-
ity O(K2Ñ∗B), where K is the number of features (chan-
nels) and Ñ∗ is the average area of B = 256 query pro-
posals. Computing these kernels via IRA has the complex-
ity O(K2N∗

3
2 +K2B) (the first and second terms concern

forming the integral tensor and extracting B kernels from
it). If N∗�(Ñ∗B)

2
3 , computing kernels via IRA is faster.

The cost of computing the Kronecker product in Eq. (4)
is O(K2N∗) which reduces to O(KK ′N∗+K ′2N∗) for
the sketching variant in Eq. (10) (top) and O(KK ′N∗+
r′K ′2N∗) (bottom). If K ′=0.5K, the cost is reduced 4×.
Pooling Kernelized Representations. Using matrices K of
dimensionsK×K as feature representations is prohibitively
expensive given hundreds of RoIs. Thus, we pool K into a
K-dimensional representation. Table 3 lists three pooling
operators we consider: first-order (mean) pooling with PN,
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denoted as FO+PN, Second-order Spectral Diagonal Corre-
lation with PN (SOSD+PN), and Second-order Self Corre-
lation with PN (SOSC+PN). We use SOSD+PN (standard
second-order pooling) and ablate other operators in Sec. 5.
Extraction of RKHS Kernels and K-autocorrelations.
As shown in Figure 4, given B query RoIs and the feature
maps for a support crop (Φ) and query image (Φ∗), we gen-
erate 5 kernelized matrices from Φ, and B×5 kernelized
matrices from Φ∗. Each set of 5 kernelized matrices corre-
spond to 3 (linear, polynomial and RBF) RKHS kernels, and
2 (polynomial and RBF) k-autocorrelation matrices. Each
kernelized matrix is computed on 1 of 5 groups of channel
features, where the groups were created by splitting (de-
noted by } in Figure 4) the channel with size K = 1024
into 1 group with size 256 and 4 groups each with size 192.

To set λ and σ2, the hyper-parameters of polynomial and
RBF RKHS kernels, we predict them using a trained layer
MLP(K(lin) ·1), where MLP contains an FC layer followed
by the sigmoid function. For k-autocorrelations, we first
take the mean over the spatial modes of Φ and Φ∗. We split
the resulting vectors µ and µ∗ into groups, as explained
above, and feed them into an MLP to generate σ′2 and λ′.
Parameter η′ of PN in Table 3 is predicted by a different
MLP that uses the output of SOSD as its input. As sig-
moid outputs are in range 〈0, 1〉, for RBF kernels, polyno-
mial kernels and PN, we scale them into 〈0.1, 2〉, 〈1, 10〉 and
〈1, 103〉 ranges. Figure 4 shows the extraction procedure.
Multi-head Relation Network. MRN learns the similarity
score, top-left and bottom-right bounding box coordinates
between support-query pairs represented by (i) first-order
spatially-aware (Ψ, {Ψ∗b}b∈IB ) which are feature maps in
R1024×14×14, and (ii) second-order spatially-invariant pooled
kernelized representations (Ψ′, {Ψ′∗b }b∈IB ) which are vec-
tors in R1024. Notice we have B query candidate regions.

The Multi-head Relation Net in Figure 2b contains 3 sub-
heads: (i) global head, (ii) local head and (iii) patch head.
Global and local heads combine first-order spatially-aware
and second-order spatially-invariant representations to learn
the similarity. The patch head takes first-order spatially-
aware representations to perform the bounding box regres-
sion. See §D of Suppl. Material for more details.
Let s((Ψ, {Ψ∗b}b∈IB ), (Ψ′, {Ψ′∗b }b∈IB );S)→{(ȳ, x̄)b}b∈IB ..
S are network parameters, (ȳ, x̄) ∈ Y contains similarity
prediction, and top-left/bottom-right coordinates of candi-
date regions b ∈ IB . For the L-way Z-shot problem, we
have L×Z support image regions {Xn}n∈U from set U
and their corresponding descriptors {(Φ↓,Φ)n}n∈U from

FO+PN SOSD+PN SOSC+PN

GSigmE

(
Φ↓·1
N

; η′
)
GSigmE

(
Diag

(
ĜMaxExp(K; η)

)
; η′
)
GSigmE

(
K·1
K

; η
)

Table 3. Pooling operators are applied (i) prior to cross-correlation
in ARPN and (ii) to represent support and query RoIs.

the Encoding Network (Fig. 2a). We compute L represen-
tations Ψ and Ψ′. Let X∗ be a query image with its query
feature maps {(Φ↓∗,Φ∗)n}n∈IB obtained from B proposal
regions from ARPN (Fig. 3a). Representations (Φ↓,Φ)
and (Φ↓∗,Φ∗) are passed to the Kernelized Block (Fig. 3)
whose output representations (Ψ,Ψ′) and (Ψ∗,Ψ′∗) are
passed to Multi-head Relation Net to minimize the loss:∑

(l,b)∈IL×IB

lsim(ȳlb,y
l
b)+ lbox(x̄lb,x

l
b)+ lHrpn(Ψ′l×Φ↓∗,Φ↓∗), (14)

where query-support pairs belong to L classes in the subset
C‡ ≡ {c1, · · · , cL} ⊂ IC ≡ C. Loss functions lbox and
lHrpn follow [31], and lsim is the binary cross-entropy,H are
parameters of ARPN (same with [31]) and ‘×’ performs
channel-wise cross-correlation in Ψ′l×Φ↓∗∈R1024×14×14.

5. Experiments
Datasets and settings. For PASCAL VOC 2007/12 [5],
we adopt the 15/5 base/novel category split setting and use
training/validation sets from PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012
for training, and the testing set from PASCAL VOC 2007
for testing [11]. For MS COCO [24], we follow [52], and
adopt the 20 categories that overlap with PASCAL VOC as
the novel categories (testing). The remaining 60 categories
are used for training. For the FSOD dataset [6], we split
1000 categories into 800/200 for training/testing. We report
standard FSOD metrics: mAP , AP , AP50 and AP75.
Implementation details are in §H and hyper-parameters
for each dataset are in §I of Suppl. Material.
5.1. Comparisons with the State of the Art
PASCAL VOC 2007/12. We compare KFSOD to FSODup

[48], CGDP+FRCN [23], TIP [21], FSCE [40], TFA [45],
Feature Reweighting (FR) [11], LSTD [2], FRCN [31], NP-
RepMet [53], MPSR [49], PSND [58] and FSOD [6]. Ta-
ble 4 shows that KFSOD outperforms FSOD by a 6.3–10%
margin. For the 1- and 10-shot regime, we outperform
FSODup by∼2.2%. Table 9 (§E of Suppl. Material) shows
class-wise results (5-shot protocol): KFSOD gains 11.2%
and 6.5% mAP (novel and base classes) over FSOD.
MS COCO. Table 5a compares KFSOD vs. FSODup [48],
CGDP+FRCN [23], TIP [21], FSCE [40], TFA [45], FR
[11], Meta R-CNN [52], FSOD [6] and PNSD [6] on MS
COCO minival set (20 novel cat., 10-shot). KFSOD outper-
forms FSODup by 6.9%, 2.4%, 8.9% (AP , AP50, AP75).
FSOD. In Table 5b we compare KFSOD (5-shot proto-
col) with PNSD [58], FSOD [6], LSTD [2] and LSTD
(FRN [31]). We re-implement BD&TK, modules of LSTD,
based on Faster-RCNN for a fair comparison. KFSOD gives
SOTA results of 33.4% AP50 and 29.6% AP75.

5.2. Ablation studies
Below we use PASCAL VOC (novel classes, split 1, 5-

shot setting, hyper-parameters selected on the val. split).
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Table 4. Comparison of different methods in terms of mAP (%) on three splits on the VOC 2007 testing set.

Method/Shot Split 1 Split 2 Split 3 Mean±std

1 3 5 10 1 3 5 10 1 3 5 10 1 3 5 10

FRCN ICCV12 11.9 29.0 36.9 36.9 5.9 23.4 29.1 28.8 5.0 18.1 30.8 43.4 7.6±3.1 23.5±4.5 32.3±3.3 36.4±6.0
FR ICCV19 14.8 26.7 33.9 47.2 15.7 22.7 30.1 39.2 19.2 25.7 40.6 41.3 16.6±1.9 25.0±1.7 34.9±4.3 42.6±3.4
Meta ICCV19 19.9 35.0 45.7 51.5 10.4 29.6 34.8 45.4 14.3 27.5 41.2 48.1 14.9±3.9 30.7±3.2 40.6±4.5 48.3±2.5
FSOD CVPR20 37.8 48.7 55.5 58.2 28.9 40.7 42.1 47.6 28.6 38.1 44.7 47.5 29.5±1.0 40.9±5.6 45.5±3.2 47.8±5.0
NP-RepMet NeurIPS20 37.8 41.7 47.3 49.4 41.6 43.4 47.4 49.1 33.3 39.8 41.5 44.8 37.6±3.4 41.6±1.5 45.4±2.8 47.8±2.1
PNSD ACCV20 40.9 50.4 56.5 59.8 30.2 41.8 46.4 48.3 34.8 40.6 46.9 48.6 35.3±4.4 44.3±4.4 48.6±2.8 52.2±5.4
MPSR ECCV20 41.7 51.4 55.2 61.8 24.4 39.2 39.9 47.8 35.6 42.3 48.0 49.7 33.9±7.2 44.3±5.2 47.7±6.2 53.1±6.2
TFA ICML20 39.8 44.7 55.7 56.0 23.5 34.1 35.1 39.1 30.8 42.8 49.5 49.8 31.4±6.7 40.5±4.6 46.8±8.6 48.3±7.0
FSCE CVPR21 44.2 51.4 61.9 63.4 27.3 43.5 44.2 50.2 22.6 39.5 47.3 54.0 31.4±9.3 44.8±4.9 51.1±7.7 55.9±5.6
CGDP+FRCN CVPR21 40.7 46.5 57.4 62.4 27.3 40.8 42.7 46.3 31.2 43.7 50.1 55.6 33.1±5.6 43.67±2.3 50.0±6.0 54.8±6.6
TIP CVPR21 27.7 43.3 50.2 56.6 22.7 33.8 40.9 46.9 21.7 38.1 44.5 50.9 24.0±2.6 38.4±4.0 45.2±4.3 52.47±5.3
FSODup ICCV21 43.8 50.3 55.4 61.7 31.2 41.2 44.2 48.3 35.5 43.9 50.6 53.5 36.8±5.2 45.1±3.8 50.1±4.6 54.5±5.5

KFSOD (Ours) 44.6 54.4 60.9 65.8 37.8 43.1 48.1 50.4 34.8 44.1 52.7 53.9 39.1±3.8 47.2±5.1 53.9±3.6 56.7±6.0

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5. mAP% of individual kernelized representations (PASCAL VOC 2007, novel classes, split 1, 5-shot setting) w.r.t. kernel hyper-
parameters. Fig. 5a shows ablations for the RKHS-based RBF kernels (σ of RBF/k and κ for RBF/k+MLP where κ is the sigmoid scaling
parameter in the learnable MLP module that adjusts σ on the fly). Lin/k is the linear kernel (no hyper-parameters). Fig. 5b shows ablations
for the k-autocorrelations (σ′ of RBF/a and the sigmoid scaling parameter κ′ for RBF/a+MLP). Fig. 5c shows ablations for the RKHS
polynomial kernels (order r of Poly/k with the offset λ= 1, and κ for Poly/k+MLP (r= 5) where κ is the sigmoid scaling of MLP that
adjusts λ on the fly). Fig. 5d: k-autocorrelations (order r′ of Poly/a (λ′=1) and sigmoid scaling κ′ of Poly/a+MLP (r′=5)).

Table 5. Comparison with SOTA on the MS COCO minival set
and FSOD testing set, given in Tables 5a and 5b.

Shot Method AP AP50 AP75

10

LSTD AAAI18 3.2 8.1 2.1
FR ICCV12 5.6 12.3 4.6

Meta ICCV19 8.7 19.18 6.6
MPSR ECCV20 9.8 17.9 9.7
FSOD CVPR20 11.1 20.4 10.6
PNSD ACCV20 15.3 21.7 12.5
TFA ICML20 9.6 10.0 9.3

FSCE CVPR21 10.7 11.9 10.5
CGDP+FRCN CVPR21 11.3 20.3 11.5

FSODup ICCV21 11.6 23.9 9.8

KFSOD (Ours) 18.5 26.3 18.7
(a)

Shot Method AP50AP75

5

LSTD
(FRN) AAAI18 23.0 12.9

LSTD AAAI18 24.2 13.5

FSOD CVPR20 27.5 19.4

PNSD ACCV20 29.8 22.6

KFSOD (Ours) 33.4 29.6

(b)

Different backbones. See §G of Suppl. Material.
Performance of individual kernels. Firstly, we compare
RKHS kernels with k-autocorrelations in a manual hyper-
parameter setting. We set η= 5 and η′= 100 of SOSD+PN
kernel pooling. We denote linear, RBF and polynomial
RKHS kernels as Lin/k, RBF/k and Poly/k. We refer to RBF
and polynomial k-autocorrelations as RBF/a and Poly/a.
Fig. 5a shows that RBF/k (σ = 2.0) outperforms Lin/k
by 2.1% on the validation split. However, RBF/k+MLP
(κ= 1.8) outperforms RBF/k by 2% in both validation and
test splits. Fig. 5b shows that RBF/a (σ′ = 0.2) outper-
forms Lin/k by ∼0.2%. However, RBF/a+MLP with the
sigmoid scaling parameter κ′ = 1.3 outperforms Link/k by
∼2% on both validation and test splits. Fig. 5c shows that

Table 6. Results with combinations of kernelized representations
on FSOD and COCO dataset (5/10-shot protocol) are in Table
6a. Table 6b shows mAP on PASCAL VOC 2007 (5-shot, novel
classes) of the linear kernel formed from low resolution Φ↓ vs.
high-resolution Φ feature maps (Fig. 2a).

Kernel 5-shot
(FSOD)

10-shot
(COCO)

Lin/kRBF/k+aPoly/k+aAP50AP75AP50AP75

X 30.6 23.8 21.3 12.4
X X 31.9 25.7 22.1 13.6

X X X 32.2 26.8 25.7 14.6
(a)

B 5-shot (Novel)
Φ↓ Φ

64 54.7 55.6
128 55.9 57.4
256 58.5 59.3
512 56.6 57.3
756 54.1 56.4

1024 53.4 55.2
(b)

Poly/k (r = 5) outperforms Link/k on both validation and
test splits. Finally, Fig. 5d shows that Poly/a+MLP (κ′=8)
outperforms Poly/a (r′ = 5) and Lin/k. Fig. 5b & 5c show
that MLP adjusts parameters of kernels on the fly in a very
stable way (maxima match on val. and testing splits). On
FSOD and COCO (Table 6a), combining kernels improves
results over Lin/k by ∼3%. See §F of Suppl. Material for
ablations on combinations of kernels.
Kernel pooling. We evaluate pooling from Table 3 w.r.t. η
of Spectral Power Normalization (SPN) and η′ of element-
wise PN, which we learn by MLP with sigmoid scaling κ′′.

Figure 6 shows that setting η= 1 (SPN is switched-off)
results in a big performance drop on all kernels (η=1 equals
merely applying kernel non-linearities along the diagonals
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6. mAP % of individual kernelized representations (PASCAL VOC 2007, novel classes, split 1, 5-shot setting) w.r.t. η or η′. Fig.
6a: RBF/k+MLP and RBF/a+MLP, and Fig. 6b: Poly/k+MLP and Poly/a+MLP w.r.t. the SOSD+PN kernel pooling parameter η (η′ is
learnt on the fly). Fig. 6c shows the performance of all 5 kernelized representations w.r.t. η of SOSD+PN. Fig. 6d compares First Order
(FO), First Order with PN (FO+PN), kernel pooling SOSC+PN and SOSD+PN, and SOSD+PN with η′ adjusted by an MLP scaled by κ′′.

Table 7. In Tab. 7a is the runtime (PASCAL VOC 2007) in seconds
per 1000 images (training vs. inference time) w.r.t. B (the number
of proposal regions). No count sketching was used. In Tab. 7b is
the runtime in seconds per 1000 images. Count sketching was used
by IRA+KA. Compression ratio K

K′ that gave best results was set
to 2×, 4× and 8× on PASCAL VOC 2007, FSOD, and COCO.

B Training Inference
IRA+KAKA IRA+KAKA

64 95.7 98.6 56.2 57.6
128 104.4 140.0 61.5 68.3
256 127.6 164.7 70.1 87.2
512 153.6 208.4 81.8 117.8
756 229.2 325.6 87.8 152.9

(a)

Dataset Training Inference
(B=256) IRA+KA KA IRA+KA KA

PASCAL
(VOC2007) 109.2 164.7 60.0 87.2
FSOD 101.1 171.0 55.8 88.3
COCO 69.7 172.1 39.0 89.6

(b)

Table 8. First-order vs. kernelized features in ARPN and/or MRN
(mAP%, PASCAL VOC 2007, 5/10-shot, novel/base classes).

HARPN MRN Shot/Novel Shot/Base

5 10 5 10

FO FO 49.6 57.2 65.7 68.8
FO All+FO 52.3 60.4 67.9 71.3
All All 59.8 64.2 72.1 75.4
All All+FO 60.9 65.8 72.6 76.6

(a)

HARPN MRN Shot/Novel Shot/Base

5 10 5 10

All
FO 56.0 59.5 68.0 71.3

PNSD 56.9 61.7 70.3 72.3
Lin/k 57.8 62.9 71.2 73.0
All 59.8 64.2 72.1 75.4

(b)

of matrices which discards off-diagonal correlations).
Fig.6a shows that the best combined validation perfor-

mance is attained by both RKHS-based RBF/k+MLP and
k-autocorrelation RBF/a+MLP for either η = 5 or η = 9.
Fig. 6b also shows that if we combine the validation per-
formance of Poly/k+MLP and Poly/a+MLP, either η= 5 or
η=9 are good choices. Thus we set η=9 in all our experi-
ments. Fig. 6c verifies the choice of η=9 on Lin/k and the
combination of all 5 kernelized representations.

Fig. 6d evaluates pooling operators from Table 3. Man-
ually setting η′ of FO+PN outperforms FO by ∼2%. Us-
ing all kernels with SOSC+PN pooling outperforms FO by
∼5%. SOSD+PN+MLP with η′ adjusted by the MLP with
κ′′ outperforms FO by ∼8%. Table 8 ablates first-order vs.
kernelized features. ARPN uses first-order+PN (FO) or all
kernels (All). MRN head uses only first-order inputs Ψ,Ψ∗

(FO), kernelized inputs Ψ′,Ψ′∗(All), linear kernel (Lin/k)
or PSND [58] (second-order matrix).
Performance vs. speed (IRA+KA). In Fig. 7a, for KF-
SOD and the injection of Gaussian noise, we chose the best

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Performance (mAP %) of KFSOD, KFSOD+Gauss.
noise and KFSOD+Sketching w.r.t. the compression ratio is in Fig.
7a (PASCAL VOC 2007, split 1, novel classes, 5-shot). mAP %
of KFSOD with count sketching w.r.t. the frequency of drawing of
sketch matrix P is in Fig. 7b (COCO, novel classes, 10-shot).

σ‡2 (defined below Eq. (13)) in range 〈0.001, 0.1〉, and we
reduce the feature map size by the factor of K/K ′ indi-
cated on x-axis (K ′ is not used). For KFSOD+Sketching,
we set K

K′ (Section 3 defines K ′). We indicate time in
hours (all methods achieve similar speed-up) on x-axis. As
is clear, KFSOD+Sketching achieves gain of ∼1.8% over
KFSOD. Fig. 7b shows that the best performance of KF-
SOD+Sketching on COCO is achieved for drawing a new
sketch matrix P every 0.4 epoch, and the best compression
ratio is K

K′ =8. Table 7a shows that IRA is very beneficial as
B (the number of candidate regions) grows. Table 7b shows
almost 3× speed-up compared to naive kernel computations
on COCO.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed RKHS kernels and k-autocorrelations
into FSOD. In order to accelerate the computation of re-
gion representations (the number of query candidate regions
is large), we propose a novel Integral Region-of-Interest
Aggregation (IRA) scheme combined with count sketch-
ing. On COCO, KFSOD with IRA and count sketching
takes 38.5h instead of 85.2h. In addition to accelerating the
computation of region representations, count sketching per-
forms controlled feature augmentation due to its bounded
noise, akin to feature augmentation by noise injection, lead-
ing to improved detection accuracy.
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